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ABSTRACT:  

We are living in arena of technologies and digital world. The ‘Digital India’ programme, an 

origination of honorable Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi, targets to make government services 

available to people digitally and enjoy the benefit of the latest information and technological 

innovations. “Digital India” is an initiative of the Central Government of India “designed to covert or 

transform India into a global digitized hub” by reviving a rundown digital sector of India with the 

help of improving digital connectivity and skill enhancement and various other incentives to make 

the country digitally empowered in the field of technology. The 'Digital India' programme will 

emerge new progressions in every sector and generates innovative endeavours for gen Next. The 

motive behind the concept is to build transparent participative and responsive system. This will 

provide all services electronically and promote digital literacy It is an initiative of government of 

India to integrate the people of India with Government Departments..  The motive behind the 

concept is to connect rural areas with high speed internet network and improving digital literacy. 

Digital technologies which include mobile applications and cloud computing transpire as the 

catalysts for shaping our world. It aims at ensuring that the Government services are made available 

to citizens electronically by reducing paper work. The Digital India programme faces the serious 

barriers in implementation. This paper attempts to highlight the different challenges faced by the 

Digital India Programme and different opportunities of the programme for the people of the 

country. 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

India, a union of states, is the second most populous nation in the Asian region behind China. The 

country has achieved imposing progress in the field of science and technology and is emerging as 

one of the strongest economies in the developing world. Information and communication 
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technologies have brought significant changes in the development of the Indian society through 

information dissemination.  

“Digital India” Programme launched by The Honourable Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 1July 

2015. The “Digital India” initiative aims at availing digitizing of various individual projects of all 

central government and ministries like health services, education, and other services that can be 

delivered to citizens using Information and Communication Technology (ICT) by joining all the areas 

of India including the Gram Panchayats also at high speed internet using broadband connectivity, in 

order to focus on the e-governance till 2019.  It is rightly said by the honourable Prime Minister of 

India, Narendra Modi that Information Technology plays important role to make India a digital 

country, in his words: 

India Talent (IT) + Information Technology (IT) = India Tomorrow (IT) 

So, Digital India is a way for the government to inspire and connect Indian Economy to such a 

knowledge savvy world. The program targets to make Government services available to people 

digitally and enjoy the benefit of the latest information and technological innovations. It brings out 

many schemes like E-Health Digital Locker, E-Sign, E-education etc. and nationwide scholarship 

portal. An authoritative umbrella  project  of   the   government and blessings for  the  

citizens  to  bring India to a global platform  with  participation from  people and  businesses.  

This initiative  will ensure that all  government information a n d  services are  available  

anytime, anywhere, on  any  device that  are  user  friendly  and  secured. This transformation 

will make into reality when every citizen of our  count ry  will participate in this 

transformative impact. Digital India initiative c o u l d  help in achieving the objectives of: 

•Education for a ll. 

•Leadership structure  

•Broadband for all 

• Information for all 

•Globally industry participation and many more [1]. 

The program strives to provide equal benefit to the user and service provider. The consumers will be 

benefited by way of saving money, time; physical & cognitive energy spent in lengthy government 

processes. For e.g. digital ticketing will lead to reduction in queue at ticket counter with online tax-

return filing, online resources for booking etc. 

The aim of Digital India to give an e-Pramaan and Unique ID based on authentic and standard based 

interoperable and integrated government applications and data basis. This program will also lead to 

less paper work and reduction in cost to the government expenses. Government services will be 
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available to every citizen electronically. It ensure that government services are made available to 

citizens electronically by improving online infrastructure and by increasing internet connectivity or 

by making the country Digitally authorize in the field of technology.  It consists of three main 

components as follows   

 The creation of digital infrastructure. 

 Delivering services digitally. 

 Digital literacy. 

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

The paper has the following objectives: 

 To Study the concept of Digital India Programme. 

 To study the opportunities of the programme for the people of the country. 

 To study the various challenges faced by the Digital India Programme in its implementation. 

3. VISION AREAS: 

The vision is focused on three key areas:  

DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE AS UTILITY TO EVERY CITIZEN: 

It includes:- 

 High speed internet, as a core utility, shall be made available with Public cloud sharable on 

private space.  

 Bank account with Mobile phone would enable participation in digital and financial space at 

individual level. 

 Cradle to grave digital identity –lifelong, authenticable, unique and online. 

  Safe and Secure Cyber-space in the country.   

DIGITAL EMPOWERMENT OF CITIZENS: 

It includes:- 

 Universal digital literacy. 

 Transportability of all entitlements using the Cloud for individuals. 

 Availability of digital services /resources in Indian languages. 

 All digital resources available universally. 

 All Government certificates /documents to be available on the Cloud. 

SERVICES AND GOVERNANCE ON DEMAND: 

It includes:- 

 Harmlessly integrated across departments or jurisdictions to provide easy and a single window 

access to all persons. 
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 Government ministration available in real time from online and mobile platforms. 

 Making financial transactions above a threshold, electronic and cashless. 

 Edge of GIS for decision support systems and development.  

4. LITERATURE SURVEY: 

Prof. Singh began with the basic overview of what Digital India entails and led a discussion of 

conceptual structure of the program and examined the impact of “Digital India” initiative on the 

technological sector of India. He concluded that this initiative has to be supplemented with 

amendments in labour laws of India to make it a successful campaign. 

Sundar Pichai, Satya Nadella, Elon Musk researched about Digital India and its preparedness to 

create jobs opportunities in the information sector.  He concluded that creating new jobs should be 

continued with shifting more workers into high productivity jobs in order to provide long term push 

to the technological sector in India.  

Microsoft CEO, Satya Nadella intends to become India’s partner in Digital India program. He said that 

his company will set up low cost broadband technology services to 5lakhs villages across the 

country.  

Digital India campaign is a welcome step in shaping an India of the 21st century powered by 

connectivity and the technological opportunity that such connectivity offers in terms of services, 

access. 

Digital India has three essential components. These include:  

 Digital infrastructure creation. 

 Digitally Delivering services and resources. 

 Digital Education 

5. OPPORTUNITIES OF DIGITAL INDIA PROGRAMME: 

Though Digital India programme has faced many challenges in its implementation but it has some 

prospects which are mentioned below – 

1.    It would bring in public accountability through mandated delivery of Government services 

electronically. 

2.    Digital India programme will put an end to corruption system which becomes the main feature 

of the country. 

3.    Digital India programme aims to reduce paper work which will help to save trees & protect 

environment. 
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4.    National scholarship portal, a project under Digital India, will put an end to scholarship process 

right from submission of student's application, verification, sanction and disbursal to end beneficiary 

for all scholarships provided by The Government of India. 

5.    It benefits people of India in every village in terms of knowledge improve by using internet in 

day to day life. 

6.    Each person will be having bank account. 

6.  SCOPE OF DIGITAL INDIA: 

The scope of overall programme is: 

To develop India for a knowledgeable future by developing central technology for allowing 

revolution this covers many departments under one umbrella programme. On being 

transformational, that is to realize IT (Indian Talent) + IT (Information Technology) = IT (India 

Tomorrow). The programme weaves together a large number of ideas and thoughts into a single, 

extensive vision, and making the mission transformative in totality. The Digital India Programme will 

pull together various existing schemes which would be restructured, re-focused and implemented in 

a synchronized manner for their transformational impact. Digital India targets to provide the much 

needed sense to the following nine pillars of growth areas. 

7.  PILLARS:  

The government aims to target nine ‘Pillars of Digital India’ which are as follows:-   

7.1 BROADBAND HIGHWAYS:  

 Broadband for all rural. 

 Broadband for all urban. 

 Mandate communication infrastructure in new urban development and buildings. 

7.2 UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO MOBILE CONNECTIVITY:  

 Increasing networking services. 

 To provide universal phone connection 

 To connect unconnected areas by using technologies. 

7.3 PUBLIC INTERNET ACCESS PROGRAMME: 

 CSCs- Made viable, multifunctional end-points for service delivery. 

 Post offices- to become multi-service centres. 

 It is a national rural internet mission. 

7.4 E-GOVERNANCE: 

This governance will transform every manual w o r k  into fully automation system. It will 

revolutionize the system in the following ways: 
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 Effortlessly tracking of assignments. 

 Interface between departments for superior production of work. 

 Online a c c e s s  to applications i.e.  Availability of all databases and information in 

electronic format. 

 Quickly respond, analyse a n d  r e s o l v e    persistent problems and many more. 

7.5 E-KRANTI: 

The e-Kranti project provides electronic delivery of services to the citizens. The government has 

allocated `5billion for the e-Kranti project which includes many sub-level projects discussed below: 

 Technology   for   Education–   e- Education 

 Technology for Farmers 

 Technology for Security 

 Technology for Health –e-Healthcare 

 Technology for Financial Inclusion 

 Technology for Justice 

 Technology for Planning 

 Technology for Cyber Security 

7.6 INFORMATION FOR ALL: 

 Citizens have easy and open access to information. 

 Online messaging to citizen on special occasions. 

 Two way communication between citizen and government. 

7. 7 ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING: 

Target NET ZERO Imports is a prominent demonstration of intent. This ambitious goal requires 

coordinated action on many fronts 

 Economies of scale, eliminate cost disadvantages 

  Focus areas – Big Ticket Items FABS, Fab-less design, VSATs, Set top boxes, Mobiles, Consumer 

& Medical Electronics, Smart Energy meters, Smart cards, micro-ATMs 

 Taxation, incentives 

 Skill development 

 Incubators, clusters 

 Government procurement 

There are many ongoing programs which will be fine-tuned. Existing structures are inadequate to 

handle this goal and need strengthening. 
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7.8   IT FOR JOBS: 

It will include train people in smaller towns and villages for IT sector jobs, train service delivery 

agents to run viable business delivery IT services, telecom service providers to Train work force to 

cater to their own needs. 

7.9. EARLY HARVEST PROGRAMMES: 

This programme will generate short timeline p r o j e c t s  where e v e r y  manual s e r v i c e  is  

altered by e-service like: 

 Implementation of Wi-Fi in all the universities. 

 Public Wi-Fi Sports hotspot.  

 Educational books to e-books. 

 Replacement of manual   attendance to Biometric   procedure.  

 People   will   use    the    e-services   for entertainment, weather information, latest 

updates  etc. 

 School book to be e-books. [2]. Available  at   

8. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY FOR DIGITAL INDIA PROGRAMME: 

It also evolves policy and standards guidelines, offers handholding and technical support, to 

undertake capacity building, R&D, etc. 

The existing e-Governance initiatives would be suitably revamped to align them with the principles 

of Digital India. Process Reengineering, Scope enhancement, use of interoperable & integrated 

systems and deployment of technologies like mobile & cloud would be undertaken to enhance the 

delivery of Government services to people of India. Success would be identified and their replication 

will be advanced with required customization and product correction wherever needed.  

E-Governance would be encouraged through a centralized initiative to the extent necessary, 

interoperability of various e-Governance applications, to ensure citizen centric service orientation, 

and optimal utility of ICT resources / infrastructure, while adopting a decentralized implementation 

model. The state will be given freedom to design state specific programs.  

Adoption of Unique ID would be promoted to facilitate authentication, identification and delivery of 

benefits. Restricting of NIC would be undertaken to strengthen the IT support to all government 

departments.   

9.  CHALLENGES OF DIGITAL INDIA: 

As the initiative is new, it is obvious that the programme will face many 6challenges. Some of the 

challenges which may create problem in its implementation are as follows  
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a) India is a diversified country in terms of culture. Each state has its own specific language, 

customs, food habits, laws and traditions. Digital India programe aims to integrate the whole 

country digitally. Complete integration that is integration of technology and language is one of the 

main challenges the mission would face in its implementation. 

 b) There are various internet protocols in different states depending on what kind of software and 

hardware they implement and chances are that might lead to connectivity glitches. Hence there 

must be some sort of a directive to standardize all the software protocols. c) Digital India aims to 

transform the country into a digitally empowered knowledge economy. It is not an easy task. It 

needs coordination and cooperation between the departments the mission would never be 

implemented to its full strength. d) Public internet access is one of the pillars of Digital India 

programme. But in India, poverty and illiteracy stands as major obstacles in internet access. High 

illiteracy rate act as a major road block in expanding the reach of internet. 

e) We live in a world where internet and cyber-crime are inseparable enemies. The entire 

architecture should be designed in such a way that there is proper authentication done of all the 

documents put online by citizens and when user wants it is available to the right users at any time 

with the right authentication.  In order to ensure the cyber security the country should have privacy 

norms. 

 f) National Optical fiber network ensures broadband reaches in every nook and corner of the 

country. But to reach broadband connection country wide is not an easy task. 

g) Digital India initiation also faces some challenges like: Privacy Protection, Data Protection, Cyber 

Law, Telegraph, E-Governance and E-Commerce Etc.  

Recently, ninth India Digital Summit was been hosted by the (IAMAI) Internet and Mobile 

Association of India in New Delhi on Jan.2015 to discuss the plans of Digital India Initiative. There the 

increment in mobile wallets in India for payment and e-commerce infrastructure/recourses was 

been discussed by a panel, as over 60% of Indian citizens still deal in cash and don’t have bank 

accounts, so in order to establish digital transaction mobile wallets are very essential.  

Bipin Preet Singh, Founder and CEO at MobiKwik, said “Consumers can overcome the trust factor in 

online payments,”  

Rajan Anandan, Managing Director at Google India, said: “Enabling content consumption in local 

Indian languages can greatly push the Internet consumption up.”  

Dhruv Shringi, CEO of Yatra.com, said: “The next thing to aim for travel companies is personalization 

of travel purchases such as holiday and hotels packages as also using predictive computing to 

understand and predict consumer behavior and reacting to it.” 
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Aloke Bajpai, Co-founder and CEO of meta search site ixigo.com, said: “While the growth in desktop 

is almost zero, it’s terrific on mobile,” “It is not only mobile first anymore but mobile only soon. Will 

have to see whether to work any further on evolving our desktop experience.”  

 

10. CONCLUSION: 

To conclude the digital India program is a flagship programme of the government of India to shape 

by Technological and connectivity opportunity. It is a vision to transform India into a digitally 

empowered society and knowledge economy. It is a good effort to develop India. The Digital India 

vision aims to transform our country into a digital economy with participation from citizens and 

businesses. This initiative will ensure that all government information and services are available 

anytime, anywhere, on any device that is easy-to-use, seamless, highly-available and secured. The 

Digital India program is just the beginning of a digital revolution, if implemented properly it will 

offers many new opportunities for the citizens.  In the theoretical framework, the Digital India 

programme will be a state of the art network. How far the strategy would yield result in meeting the 

desired objectives would largely depend on factors which are outside the realm of technologies and 

tools for digitization. 

Although, digital India programme is facing some challenges, yet it has a great impact on India to 

make the best future of every citizen. We Indians and others should work together to shape the 

knowledge economy. Various grand companies like Microsoft, Google and Fujitsu will also agree be 

partner and help the success of Digital India initiative. More employment prospects will open for the 

youth that will raise the nation’s economy.  Digital India campaign is a welcome step in shaping India 

of the 21st century powered by connectivity and the technological opportunity.  For successful 

implementation of Digital India Programme involves lot of hindrances but in the present global 

context there is no second thought. Therefore it is highly expected to expedite the initiation of the 

digital India Programme. 
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